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HISTORY
1935
Viking Rubber Company A/S is founded by the Rasmussen brothers near
Asnaes on Zealand. The family-owned
company started out by producing
heavy-duty rainwear for industry and
agriculture as well as for commercial
fishermen.

1976
The Company is sold to Svend Aage
Andersen and Kurt M. Andersen.

1991
First step on the way to outsourcing
Viking’s production facilities to Eastern
Europe.

2006

QUALITY IS
OUR TRADITION
The cornerstones on which the success of our business is
based are: End users of the Viking workwear, who feels
comfortable and good. Distributors, who see Viking as a
trustworthy and fair partner. Suppliers who solve challenges
in a close cooperation with Viking. Employees (Vikings)
who motivated and delighted meet their daily work and
challenges.

New production plant of 2.000 sqm is
opened in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.

2008
The production facilities in Ho Chi
Minh City, Vietnam are expanded from
2.000 to 6.000 sqm.

2013
Viking Vietnam Ltd. becomes SA 8000
certified..

Our salesteam and distributers around the world, will in
Faaborg, Denmark, always find a team of competent and
technical specialists, who are ready to solve and work out
technical solutions. Solutions, which our Design department
translates into functional and attractive new designs. Here
the around 400 highly skilled employees in Viking Vietnam,
takes over and manufacture high quality workwear.

2016

The central values of partnership, reliability and mutual
respect, are all values passed on from generation to generation and latest from Kurt Mikael Andersen to his son
Alexander Mygind Andersen, who from 2017, entered
the management of the company.

Alexander Mygind Andersen joins the
company management as third generation of the Andersen family.

Viking Vietnam Ltd. becomes ISO
14001 certified.

2017
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Bespoke
Workwear
Very often it appears, that standard
workwear garments, do not fulfill the
exact requirements of the working place.
In those cases Viking Rubber can be your
help. Our experience, through several
decades, producing bespoke garments,
our high skilled team and our high flexibility, will be the perfect partner uncovering
the specific requirements of the end user.
Whether the working place will be within
wind power, airports, off shore platform,
transport or industry, the Viking bespoke
garment will protect against all kind of
hazards, rain and wind.
The developing course always proceeds
in a very close cooperation with the enduser. Through meetings and interviews
on site, the requirements are uncovered.
Next step is showing the proposed details
and functions for the garment for approval by the end user or purchaser.
Next step is samples for wearing tests,
and if approved, production can start,
and a new satisfied Viking customer or
end user has been convinced.
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Wearing
is caring
The Employees in Viking Vietnam do appreciate the social responsibility of the Andersen
Family.
With e.g. healthcare and hot daily meals, they
experience CSR on a very high level. This high
level effected, that Viking Vietnam in 2013
achieved the SA 8000 Certificate.
As an international company we have a responsibility, not only to our employees, but to the
environment. Since we put our own procedure
in action we have had the ISO 14001 certifica
tion which focuses on the environment.

EVOLution
When you require the best
Whether it is for Crafts or Industry, the EVO Collections will meet your requirements. EVOBASE
– Lightweight trousers, bibtrousers, shorts and
jackets, fabric 250g/m2.
The heavy duty line is EVO35, when long lasting,
high comfort garments for craftsmen are required. Trousers, bib trousers, shorts and jackets,
fabric 310g/m2.

When Hi Vis safety garments in compliance to
EN ISO 20471 is required, the EVOLITE Collection offers high comfort, light weight and safe
trousers, bibtrousers, tool waistcoat and jackets,
fabric 235g/m2.
The heavy duty Hi Vis line is EVOSAFE, when Hi
Vis tough, high comfort and safe garments are
required. Heavy duty trousers, bibtrousers,
shorts and jackets, fabric 280g/m2.
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DENMARK
Per Eg Larsen | Sales Manager Europe
Tel: +45 62 61 80 98 | Mobile: +45 20 83 32 84
Email: pel@viking-rubber.dk
Pia Olsen | Sales Backup
Tel: +45 62 61 80 98 | Mobile: 31 51 34 90
Email: pio@viking-rubber.dk
Headoffice Denmark I Johan Rantzaus Vej 6 | DK5600 Faaborg
VAT no.: DK 43929615 | www.viking-rubber.dk

